Insect motion perception.
The first step in this work of reconstruction of a theory of insect vision was to demonstrate that visual behaviour relies on scanning by self-motion and apparently involves measurement of angular velocities of contrasts moving across the eye. The next step was to demonstrate that parallax is also significant as a way of segmenting the visual scene into separate objects. There followed a series of experiments to rule out the existing theory that motion perception depends on autocorrelation, and at the same time an alternative theory was developed. The new theory assumes that at the level of the optic medulla there are numerous parallel channels on each visual axis, representing different neurons, all looking out for their specific combination of signals. The combinations are formed by positive, negative or no-change temporal contrasts at two adjacent visual axes at two successive times, forming 3(4) = 81 possible templates. Simulation of this highly parallel system shows that it can represent the moving image in a compact form that would be adequate to explain what is known for motion and form vision (but not colour vision) in insects. Form, like colour, would be seen as the ratio of numbers of responses of particular templates, in the same way that colours are seen as ratios of responses of receptors for different wavelengths.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)